NIMMATHI UN KAIYIL

WELCOMING TO:
The Higher Educational Institutions
The Corporate Sectors
The IT Professionals
The Industrialists and
The all other Professionals

Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Please accept the pranams of YOGI SRIJI with Love and Good wishes to every one of
you.
To begin with, I am assuring all that a new opening is begun for you form today
onwards! The invention of my TRIKARANA TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION (TTM) is
neither a religious ritual nor a regress exercise. It is a simple scientific technique of blending
body, soul and mind with no efforts, and a method detaching oneself from problems, anxiety,
etc., by a rhythmic silent meditation to attain bliss and enjoy the real happiness. There is
limitless power in the human mind. Those who can consolidate this power and make it onepointed become renowned for their genius in the world. It is a method for acquainting our
mind with good feature. It is very easy to learn and does not require any special ability. It is a
mind-blowing experience in everyone’s life and universal to the people of all ages, cultures,
educational backgrounds and for all religion and nonbelievers. Above all, it is a science of ‘Silent

Inner Revolution’ among the threefold unity of body, soul and mind for the wellbeing’s of
humankind. If anyone experiences the same definitely, he will get the enlightenment and enjoy
the real pleasure in his life forever!
In the stress dominated world every human being is wandering for ‘Nimmathi’ i.e.
‘Peace’ today, besides he wants to succeed in his all dreams and desires. Obviously sometimes,
it is a dire need to succeed. However, not all can taste the fruits of success. Therefore,
everyone needs a key to succeed in his dreams and desires in this competitive world. The
power of concentration of mind alone can be accomplished everything-even mountains can be
crushed to atoms. Hence, I can assure all of you that my new invention will give the entire root
map to tune the threefold unity of body, soul and mind and make everyone to carry out his
dreams and desires, attain success and enjoy the life gifted by the Almighty.
The benefits are boundless…..! To say few,1) Improving the daily performance by increasing the mind power through instigation of
intuition or instinct
2) Develop self confidence and enable one to perform duties all through the day with
rejuvenation
3) Removes defective tendency, lack of self confidence and shows the path towards
success
4) Helps to have free flow of blood and give redress to blood pressure, diabetes, persistent
headache and paralysis
5) Sustain the general health, soul strength and provide mind peace, happiness
6) Spreads compassion and helps in attainment of world peace and
7) Removing all the stresses and strains and provide complete liberation from all the
worries and bless everyone with total peace and success and joy in life forever.

Therefore, I need your full involvement and co-operation in this joint pursuit so that I
could impart permanent happiness and joy in everyone’s life.

I am ready to deliver the

introduction speech with free of cost to all about my ‘Trikarana Transcendental Meditation’
(TTM) under a popular title “NIMMATHI UN KAIYIL” at your premises on invitation.
“We are going to live on this earth only once..!
Let the world remember us for our good deeds”
-YOGISRIJI…

